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Meeting Discussion
17.0 Project Status Updates
A. Area Summary Update (Note: No revisions since the last meeting) –
1. Original Base Bid Ed Spec Area = 81,103 GSF
2. All co‐located spaces have been removed from the scope of work.
3. Original Add Alternate Ed Spec Area = 23,454 GSF
4. Total Base Bid + Add Alternate Ed Spec Area = 104,557 per original Ed Specs
Total Base Bid + Add Alternate Ed Spec Area = 109,318 per requested Ed Spec revisions
Current Total Base Bid Floor Plan Area = 88,949 GSF
Current Total Base Bid + Add Alternate Floor Plan Area = 112,369 GSF
5. All four add alternates – Greenhouse, Future Capacity, Parks & Rec Gym, and Alternative
Specialized Program – are to be included in the design.
B. Budget Update (Note: No revisions since the last meeting) –
1. Total Project Budget (including soft costs) = $46,959,762
2. Total Site, Testing, & Construction Budget = $37,070,262
C. Schedule Update – No updates at this time.
D. LEED Update – No updates at this time.
17.1 General/Admin. –
A. The State has granted local planning approval as of May 31. We are on the agenda to present
SDs to Board of Ed on June 13th at the work session in the afternoon. The session starts around
2:00 PM, and the agenda is posted a week prior.
B. Beth Pasierb reported that when the State granted the planning approval, Bob Gorrell noted
that they are still working on determining the allowable SF per student. The IAC has a follow‐up
meeting in July to review the top two projects from each LEA. For FCPS, Rock Creek and Waverly
will be discussed. More information about the funding calculations may be available at this time.
Historically, the County typically funds the difference between the state share and total cost.
C. Kori reported that she and Brian have been working with Mary and Meghan to set up quarter
scale plan reviews where we will review each type of space in detail with staff to determine
needs for casework, display boards, power and data, etc. These are currently targeted to occur
on June 27 and 28. Sara and Beth indicated that this is during one of Rock Creek’s breaks and
that a lot of staff will not be working that week. Kori will go back to Brian and the School
Administration to determine whether the dates for these meetings need to be moved. It was
requested that OT/PT staff perform a review and provide input on the Aquatics area as well as
their other spaces.
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D. Beth Pasierb questioned whether or not the FCPS Special Education department has received
approval in writing from the State for Alternative Specialized program to be located w/Rock
Creek. This is something that might be asked by the State during the SD plan review. Kori will
ask Brian to follow up with Keith and Michelle to find out.
17.2 Site Plan Review
A. The main entry canopy will be extended to provide space for six buses to stack end to end under
cover.
B. It was suggested that the design team calculate the number of cars that will stack in the WMS
drop‐off loop and have that information ready to present to the Planning Commission.
C. There was discussion about scheduling and Middle School’s use of the site during construction.
Currently Dustin’s plan is that the construction entrance will be located at the existing library
entry, with construction staging at the northwest corner of the new Rock Creek parking lot. The
committee will need to review field availability and timing as the design progresses, try to
minimize downtime of fields and provide temporary facilities when possible. Beth asked
whether it makes sense to try to get funding earlier to allow work on the fields to begin as soon
as school lets out in June of 2019 and get some of the work done over the summer. This probably
will not help availability a whole lot because the planting will need time to get established and
wouldn’t be able to be used in the fall anyway. We will continue to review as the design
progresses.
D. Jim Barto reported that they believe that we may need to raise the entire newly developed site
area by somewhere between 6’ to 8’ due to the existing utility constraints. The large SWM
outfall under Maryland Ave needs to be piped around the new building and will be run at a
shallow slope due to the outfall elevation beyond our site. They are thinking that they will install
a 6’ x 5’ box culvert for SWM pipes and use the rear field as an overflow area. The building pad
will need to be slightly higher than this elevation to eliminate the risk for flooding if there were
ever a back‐up. It was suggested that we could use tailings (waste product from stone quarries)
in lieu of dirt as a more cost‐effective fill material.
E. An easement will be required for grading of the new SWM swale off site. We will start to work
with the property owner (believed to be HOA of the new development to the north) to arrange
the required agreement.
F. The design team will find out who does the Town’s site plan reviews for water and SWM and
will set up a preliminary review meeting. They will also find out whether the parking numbers
are just minimums, or whether exceeding the numbers as we are proposing will require Board
of Zoning Appeals approval.
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G. The Geotech firm will be mobilizing once school lets out to conduct further exploration at the
Middle School site.
H. Basic parking counts are adequate as shown. The total provided parking is greater than the
required minimum number of spaces. FCPS requested that more accessible parking be provided
than the minimum required per ADA. 8 to 10 accessible spaces should be provided for Rock
Creek, at least 3 to 4 of these should be for vans.
I.

Connect the new Rock Creek sidewalks to the basketball courts for use during fire drills and
shared activities and provide a gate in the fence on the Rock Creek site for access.

J.

It was decided that there will be no finished floor transition within the building ‐ the benefit of
stepping the finished floor down to save on the amount of fill required is very minimal and not
worth the operational challenges.

K. Kori showed some examples of accessible swings. The school does not want any of the platform
style swings that will accommodate a wheelchair – these are not recommended anyway
because they are not third‐party safety tested. Swings can be mix of molded plastic adaptive
type and belt swings – 2 adaptive and 2‐3 belt swings should be plenty. The school would like
to include an AeroGlider or equivalent.
L. Beth asked that the design team provide an updated courtyard layout prior to her meeting with
the State on July 23.
17.3 Floor Plan Review
A. Floor plan updates made since the last meeting were reviewed. The multi‐user restrooms were
moved from the south side of the courtyard to the north of the cafeteria dining area. A new
commons area was provided in place of the restrooms. The Personal Care suites were shifted
to the exterior wall of the classroom wings to open the Shared Learning spaces up to the
corridor. Built‐in benches were added to the corridors.
B. The design team will add a circular bar handrail on wall of the new commons facing the
courtyard.
C. Brian will send the Parks & Rec Gym alternate SF information to Beth for discussion with the
County about sharing costs. Further discussion may be required about the County’s storage
needs – due to the desire for adaptive programs, a larger storage room may be desired. We
need to find out whether outdoor storage is desired.
D. As part of the Parks & Rec alternate, the main gym would receive wood flooring. In the base bid
the gym will receive some other type of sports flooring, not VCT.
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E. Wall construction was discussed. It was proposed that the corridor walls be constructed of CMU,
along with the walls around the storage rooms and toilet room at the classrooms. The
gymnasium areas and aquatic areas should also be CMU. Exterior and other interior walls could
be metal studs and drywall.
F. In terms of interior finishes, restrooms will receive ceramic tile flooring and tile at the walls of
single‐user restrooms, but will not be required behind storage cubbies for student belongings.
Classroom flooring options will need to be explored. VCT is not desirable, something more easily
cleanable and softer is preferred.
G. The design team will specify that a toilet room mock‐up is to be created for review and approval
during construction in order to ensure that the lift and toilet accessories work prior to
constructing all of the rooms – placement of the lift and accessories are critical to proper
function ‐ just complying with ADA is not always appropriate.
H. A track system for an overhead lift should be provided in the Movement Room and the Sensory
Room.
I.

The design team will shift the Adaptive PE office to left of the IDF and M/E closet to bring it
closer to the main entrance and gymnasium and flip the Sensory Room over into the Adaptive
PE space. Sensory will end up being kind of an “L” shape, but this is acceptable and possibly
even beneficial to provide a quiet corner for students who prefer a more secluded environment.
The Adaptive PE program may require some dedicated storage space. Jamie Hitchner will be
contacted about their needs.

J.

It was pointed out that the platform is off‐center within the gymnasium space, especially in the
base bid scenario. The design team will look at line of sight to the platform from the gym and
see if the plan can be revised to make the platform more centered.

17.4 Two Week Projection
A. Schematic Design presentation will be made to the Board of Ed on June 13. If approval is
granted to proceed, then the SD submission will be made to the State.
B. The site plan concept submission will be made to the Town of Walkersville.
C. Geotechnical field exploration will be conducted at the Walkersville Middle School site after
school lets out for the summer.
The next meetings are scheduled for Wednesday, June 27 and Thursday, June 28 at the FCPS Central
Office Building. These meetings will consist of detailed review of each type of space within the building
to review casework, display, power, special systems, and equipment needs. Attendance will be staggered
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so that staff members only need to attend the discussion about the portions of the building that they are
required to provide feedback on.
This summarizes the topics discussed at the meeting. Please review and address any comments and
corrections to the Architect within 5 days of receipt of these minutes.
Kori Purdum Matheis, RA, LEED AP BD+C
Distribution via email – all attendees and Design Committee Members
Attachments:
 Proposed site plan and cover sheet with Parking Calculations, dated May 9, 2018 (as presented at
the meeting, attached for record)
 Proposed floor plan, dated June 7, 2018 (as presented at the meeting, attached for record)
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